Obama’s Hidden Past &
Fraudulent Birth Certificate
~white lies vs Obama lies
The arc of Barry Obama's entire adult life has
been one of deception. He deceived his Marxist
benefactors, (the parents of terrorist Bill Ayers)
who funded some or most of his college education,
by portraying himself as a needy socialist Kenyaborn foreign student.
He deceived his Saudi Arabian billionaire benefactor (Prince Walid bin Talal) who helped open the
door for admission to Harvard by being a religious
chameleon pretending to be an Islamic-honoring
western closet-Muslim, -a pretense that was perhaps half sincere but also half insincere and deceitful since it was dishonestly used to obtain a benefit
from him.
He deceived the universities he attended in ways
we are not able to ascertain because he has sealed
every academic record that exists.
He deceived his minister, irReverend Wright, into
believing that he was of the same mind-set, -one of
prejudice against Jews, white America, the American government, and America's founders, even
though Obama was not similarly strongly prejudiced.
He deceived the voters in his state and national
Senate elections by presenting himself as a cosmopolitan pan-national Kenya-born great uniter, and a
practical, hands-on effective leader when he was no
kind of leader, nor would accomplish anything of
note.
And worse of all, he deceived the American
electorate in every way possible when he ran for
President. After passing himself off as having been
born in Kenya for perhaps two decades, he is all of
a sudden a native-born son of Hawaii.
Of course that fit the narrative of his ghost-written “auto-biography” titled “dreams from my father” (but completely contradicted his self-penned
bio on his publisher’s website in which he claimed
to be Kenya-born for 17 years).

[“Barack Obama's biographical brief was edited
repeatedly over 17 years, but Kenyan birthplace
changed just weeks after his presidential run announced”*]
He then leveraged the Hawaiian birth lie to deceive
every ignorant fellow citizen into thinking that that
alone qualified him as being a constitutionally eligible candidate to be President even though he was
not at all a natural born citizen as the Constitution
requires.
When a legal council for the Hawaiian government refused to certify him as constitutionally eligible and qualified to be placed on their ballet, Obama
and the DNC leadership altered their party's candidate-certification form to exclude any mention of
being constitutionally eligible, then pressured the
Hawaiian officials to accept the redacted version of
the party certification document. Thus they deceived all the gullible state officials in every other
state in the union who weren’t aware of a lack of a
Hawaiian hospital birth record, thereby guaranteeing that his name would not be barred from their
state ballots.
He surfed on top of the wave of the electorate's
and the media's constitutional ignorance and their
willingness to believe anything, and thereby left
everyone self-deceived by the misconception that
native-born citizens are the same as natural born
citizens, and therefore fulfill the presidential eligibility requirement of the Constitution.
But the American voters were not the only ones
he deceived. He also deceived himself into believing he could accomplish things that were in fact
impossible and even preposterous. There's no deceiver like a self-deceived deceiver.
Then he finally topped off all of his deceptions
with a counterfeit image of an official Hawaiian
birth certificate. Almost everything about its release is soaked in deception and falsehood, -from
the concocted story of how it was acquired, to the
story of why it wasn't previously shared, -to it being
securely enshrouded in attorney-client privilege, -to
it's non-connection to any actual physical paper
original, -to its purely digital nature, -to its mani-

festly manipulated multi-layered constitution that
no scan would nor could ever produce, -to its lack
of any certification or authentication, including the
absence of the official signature of the state registrar, and lack of the state seal, along with the truth
that it was not an image of an actual birth record but
was merely a concocted digital abstract produced in
an image-editing program.
Falsehood and deception have been the hallmark
characteristic of his entire adult life, centered on the
lie that he was born in Kenya, or the lie that he was
born in Hawaii. He knows that one or both are lies
but he won't let the American people know the truth
because he can't allow anyone to see the original
paper record filed with the Hawaiian Dept. of
Health, nor the micro-film image of it, nor the birth
certificate that he has had & used all of his adult
life. He won't allow that because they would show
something that he does not want anyone to see,
something that would ruin the public perception of
his presidential eligibility.
If the public falsely thinks that anyone born in the
U.S. can be President, but he was born outside of
the U.S., then he would be in big trouble. Everyone knows that John McCain was born in Panama
and not America, but by being the son of American
parents, he is eligible to be President, but if Obama
had been born in Panama, who would think that he
would also be eligible? No one. He would doubly
be a foreigner, -by paternity and birth location.
He can't allow anyone to suspect that that was the
actual circumstance of his birth. In his case, the
somewhere else wouldn't have been Panama, but
would have been Kenya or Vancouver, Canada,
-just a two hour drive from Seattle, -the city where
is mother was living during the summer of 1961.
Deception is not accomplished solely by lies that
are told, but by truth that is withheld, -truth that is
hidden or unavailable, such as a marriage certificate
for his parents, wedding photos, honeymoon photos, -some record of testimony as to where his
mother was living between February and August of
1961, or photos of his pregnant mother, photos of
himself as a newborn in her arms, any photos taken
in the hospital or at home after delivery, witnesses

to her pregnancy, witnesses to a relationship between her and his father, witnesses to his birth or
his mother's stay in the maternity ward where he
was supposedly born, including the other women
who delivered babies at the same time in the same
hospital named on his 9-layer pdf birth certificate
image, -women who would never have forgotten a
Negro baby with an African father born to a white
teenage.
The mother of the twins born on Aug 5th in the
hospital where Obama was supposedly delivered
the day before never saw him nor his mother there,
and she's one of his fans.
The chief characteristic of his origin is a total
absence of any records or witnesses. If he were just
another white baby born to just another white female then who would remember his birth? But he
was as different from the mundane as is possible
without being fathered by an alien species. Consider; a father from a different country, a different
continent, a different nationality, and above all, a
different race, (and with a most unusual name).
Human memory is not so pathetic that a black
baby born to a white teenager would have been
forgotten, ever. Yet no witnesses exist. How is that
possible if his fake birth certificate's narrative is
true? One or the other of two possibilities has to be
true and one has to be false. Either human memory
is crap, or his birth certificate "facts" are crap.
It can't possibly be neither.
Excerpt from and response to:
Were Ann Dunham & Obama Sr. Really Married?
by Nick Chase July 2012
American Thinker (excerpt)
Producing a "birth-certificate" forgery is a big scam
to cover up a minor fact -- that the Dunham/Obama
marriage was not a real marriage. Is it really worth
the political risk of having the scam exposed?
Perhaps not to you or me -- but we're normal
people. The supposedly storybook nature of the
first two years of this marriage was central to the
Obama 2008 presidential campaign; it appears in
Dreams from My Father; and the president occa-

sionally repeats the myth, as in this speech
(excerpted here) to students at Wakefield High
School, Arlington, Virginia, on September 8, 2009:
...My father left my family when I was two years
old, and I was raised by a single mom who had to
work and who struggled at times to pay the bills and
wasn't always able to give us the things that other
kids
had.
~http://www.americanthinker.com/2012/07/were_
ann_dunham_and_barack_obama_really_married.
html
Ac287149 replies:
So this is how we should learn to think of it? Why
protect a grown man capable of standing on his own
two feet, Nick? There is evidence of forgery on the
certificate he presented. That's a crime he has committed and even more embarrassing and damning
than finding out his mother was deceived by his
father. Even if he is embarrassed, he still had to
provide it to government agencies issuing driver's
licenses and passports, as well as Occidental, Harvard, and Columbia, didn't he? Furthermore, there's
no reason for any local, state, or federal official in
America to perjure himself or nullify his oath of
office to protect Obama's pride by covering up the
truth when it is required to be transparent by law.
My list of news agencies, journalists, and opinion
writers that I will trust let alone bother to read has
lost another. The moral of this article and many
others: It's much better to be thought of as stupid
rather than admit to being evil, as we know from
both Eric Holder and Barack Obama. And it's much
better to get us all to think of his missing birth
information as merely embarrassing, rather than
treasonous, deceptive, fraud, evil, and perhaps even
identity theft.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
It was ridiculously easy to get a Hawaii b/c in that
era, indeed Hawaii was a new state that fostered a
wide-open back door for illegal immigration into
the U.S. even into the 1970’s. All one needed to do
was go into the Hawaii Dept. of Health, fill out
forms and a b/c was issued. One did not even need
to have a babe in arms. Did Stanley Ann's mom do
this for her while Stanley Ann was in Seattle (or
anywhere)? Who knows? (All birth announcements

appeared in the local papers as a matter of course as
whoever had the local beat for the HNL Advertiser
and the HNL Star-Bulletin got the info from the HI
Dept. of Health once a week.)
The grandfather took young Ozero to Davis's house
in Hawaii three times a week for indoctrination.
Davis is gone but there are witnesses to these visits,
Davis's former next door neighbors. All the people
in this bizarre "family," including the grandparents,
were communists or communist sympathizers. And
former Weather Undergrounder Bill Ayers very
likely ghost-wrote Ozero's two autobiographies.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
You exposed the truth of the matter. Nick wrote:
"Producing a "birth-certificate" forgery is a big
scam to cover up a minor fact -that the Dunham/
Obama marriage was not a real marriage. Is it
really worth the political risk of having the scam
exposed?"
How is his claim that the forgery is a "minor fact"
to avoid some perfectly legal but embarrassing
"fact" any less of an Obama defending apologist
stealth-defense than one openly slanted in Obuma's
favor? Everything he wrote (after doing his
"research") points to Obama's legitimacy under the
Constitution and in the eyes of the American people. How is that helping in exposing his illegitimacy? If he is so well informed and insightful about
the nature of Obama's birth certificate (and presumably his citizenship as well), then why was there
zero mention of the fact that his election was antiConstitutional due to his citizenship not being natural citizenship?
His whole approach to the BC image is bogus. He
starts and proceeds from the assumption that nearly
all of it except maybe one fact is legitimate. Who
ever proved the legitimacy of any of it? Who has
proven that Ann Dunham was even in the United
States when he was born? How is it that Nick
conveniently neglected to address the issue of no
proof existing that he was born in Hawaii, much
less in a Hawaiian hospital? If that information
can't be verified then how can one ignore the possibility that he was not even born in the United
States? If no one has been able to prove where Ann
Dunham was in late July-early August, then how

can one conclude that she was not already living in Seattle, and without
finding any adoptive parents there, gave birth in Vancouver, as a last ditch
effort, where there may have been a chance that the Canadian Salvation
Army might find a couple willing to adopted a mixed-race baby?
No one can know anything important as fact, including just how much of
the BC is bogus (one item or many items; hospital, Dr. signature, location,
etc.) so to leap to a conclusion that all that was faked was something
embarrassing is simple illogical and baseless. It's like some superficial
tea-time idle conversation turned into a written script without having been
submitted to the scrutiny that is deserved and requisite for a subject of such
enormous national importance. If Obuma will lie about the little things, it's
sure as hell that he will lie about the big things. But he would love it if
everyone would consume this article's premise of innocent white-lies as
being the basis for the most important forgery since an Allied body washed
up on the Normandy coast with top secret plans for the D-Day invasion,
-plans that were fakes planted by the disinformation experts working for the
Allied Command. AR Nash
ac287149
We only have his word for anything about his life. Not even his ideological
and political opposition wants to expose too much. The new Moraniss bio
contradicts many things Obama wrote about himself and his past in both of
his autobiographies (imagine his state of mind thinking that he is important
enough to write two autobiographies before he either turned 50 or become
president).
There's evidence of a lot of forgery in the BC he presented last year,
according to official sources, and then there's the CT social security number
issued to someone apparently born in 1890. His kind of lies need others'
help to perpetuate and spread them. What a tangled web they wove five
years ago.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
The Moraniss Obama bio serves to make the author a tidy sum of cash but
not really wound the subject of it when it comes to the election. It's bottom
line is that Obuma has not been perfectly frank with you, American people,
-he's been a little loose with the facts, but there is nothing nefarious here,
nothing related to a conspiracy to groom his image for an eventual run for
the presidency, -nothing of a fraudulent manufacturing of a history that as
written serves to make a whole lot of people sympathize with him and pity
the poor lost boy who eventually found his way (thanks to communists,
terrorists, a Saudi billionaire and unknown international socialist puppetmasters) and became a quintessential American success story. Errors, bad
memory, confusion of facts, and white lies can all be forgiven. But we
won't get into deliberate fraudulent ghost-writing, a fraudulent birth certificate, and a fraudulent eligibility that violates the Constitution. AR Nash
* http://directorblue.blogspot.com/2012/05/barack-obamas-biographicalbrief-was.html

